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Viewpoint
Euler angles

I Roll, pitch, yaw or azimuth, elevation, tilt

I R = X (α)Y (β)Z (γ)



Viewpoint estimation

I Input: RGB image, bounding box (known or from off-the-shelf
detector)

I Output: viewpoint as a tuple (θ, φ, ψ)

I Applications: 3D reconstruction, 3D object alignment and
retrieval

I Challenges: complicated background, occlusions, unusual
lights, truncations, various object instances



Contributions
Global and local

I Motivation: theory of global precedence, global → local

I ”parts assume their meaning in context of the whole”

I Example: disambiguate front vs back wheel if we know car is
facing front

I Car pose: viewpoint (global) or keypoint locations (local)



Contributions
Multiscale

I Finer understanding of an object, eg cup, cup handle

I Coarse scale model: inaccurate, robust to mis-localization

I Fine scale model: false positive, accurate



Contributions
Generic keypoint prediction without bounding box

I Keypoint localization with groundtruth bounding box is well
studied, eg humans, PASCAL categories

I Keypoint detection without bounding box unexplored

I First work on keypoint detection for generic objects



Pipeline
Overview

I ”convolutional keypoint detections augmented with global
priors to predict keypoints”



Pipeline
Viewpoint prediction

I Viewpoint wrt to canonical pose

I Quantize euler angles into bins

I Use AlexNet (TNet) and VGGNet (ONet) pre-trained on
ImageNet

I Train CNN to predict euler angles

I Use softmax loss for angle predictions

I Training set: PASCAL 3D+ train set and ImageNet

I Data is augmented with jittered groundtruth bounding boxes

I Testing set: PASCAL 3D+ validation set



Pipeline
Viewpoint prediction

I For euler angles, Na = 3

I Loss layer selectively considers outputs for different classes

I Refer to trainTest.prototxt for model structure



Pipeline
Keypoint prediction

I Train CNN to predict each keypoint’s distribution

I Input size 384× 384, output size 12× 12× Nkp

I Input size 192× 192, output size 6× 6× Nkp

I Receptive field at (i , j)→ (32× i , 32× j) in input

I For each annotated keypoint at {(xk , yk)|k ∈ Kc}, construct a
target response map T, where T (ki , kj , k) = 1, (i , j) is the
index of the rf whose center is closest to the keypoint

I Use euclidean loss between output and the target map



Pipeline
Keypoint prediction

I Upsample the smaller outputs and combine them linearly to
obtain spatial log-likelihood response map L(·, ·, k) for each
keypoint k



Pipeline
Keypoint likelihood

I Viewpoint conditioned keypoint likelihood, eg if car is facing
left, we expect to see its left wheel, not right wheel

I Easy to do for one instance given exact global pose

I However, we deal with many instances, and the pose is
inaccurate

I Solution: similar global pose, similar keypoints distribution

I P(·, ·, k) = 1
|N(R)|

∑
i∈N(R)

N((xk
i , yk

i ), σI ), σ = 2

I Combine the prior (mixture of Gaussians) with the likelihood
map

I (xk , yk) = argmax
x ,y

log(P(x , y , k)) + L(x , y , k)



Experiments
Viewpoint prediction

I ∆(Rgt ,Rpred) =
||log(RT

gtRpred )||F√
2

I Median error, robust to far apart outliers

I Accuracy at θ = π
6 (instances whose predicted viewpoint is

within threshold θ)

I Baseline: linear classifier + AlexNet layer 5 features
(Pool5-TNet) or layer 7 features (fc7-TNet)



Experiments
Viewpoint prediction

I Non occluded, non truncated objects

I Both Ours-AlexNet, Ours-VGGNet outperform baseline

I Use Ours-VGGNet since it is better



Experiments
Viewpoint prediction

I Object detection from Regions with CNN features (RCNN) +
Multiscale combinatorial grouping (MCG)

I Use proposed method for viewpoint estimation given bounding
box

I Average Viewpoint Precision (AVP): bounding box overlap
> 50%, and the viewpoint is correct

I Two issues of AVP: does not treat viewpoint continuously,
and only evaluates the prediction for the azimuth

I AVP is discrete → AVPθ : δ(φgt , φpred) < θ

I AVP only considers azimuth → AVPθ : ∆(Rgt ,Rpred) < θ



Experiments
Viewpoint prediction

I DPM based methods: 37, 30.



Experiments
Keypoint prediction

I PCK (Probability of Correct Keypoints): predicted keypoints
lie in α×max(h,w), for keypoint localization

I conv6: 6× 6 output size network, conv12: 12× 12 output size
network, conv6+conv12: multiscale convolutional model
(baseline), conv6+conv12+pLikelihood: viewpoint
conditioned keypoint prediction model



Experiments
Keypoint prediction

I conv6+conv12 performs better than 25 → importance of
end-to-end training and multiscale response maps

I Viewpoint conditioned likelihood → significant performance
gain



Experiments
Analysis

I Restrict the analysis to azimuth only: reflection and rotation

I Accuracy = percentage of instances whose predicted pose
corresponds to various modes

I These error modes are equally common, explain most failure
cases



Limitations and extensions

I The prior contains mixture of Gaussians with equal probability,
may learn the weights from data or based on how large is the
deviation from predicted viewpoint

I Combine the global prior and the likelihood in a Bayesian
framework

I Using manually annotated dataset for training achieves good
results, but...



Motivation
Manual annotation

I Choose similar CAD models, coarse viewpoint labelling, mark
keypoints, align model and object

I It takes 1 min to annotate 1 object



Motivation
ShapeNet

I Auto alignment via rendering provides viewpoint labels for free

I ShapeNet is an annotated, large-scale dataset of 3D shape

I It provides 3D CAD models for daily objects, with
categorization labels and joint alignment



Motivation

I Scarcity of training data with viewpoint annotations and a
lack of powerful features

I 3D models can generate a large number of images with high
diversity, more high-quality 3D CAD models are available, eg
ShapeNet

I Transfer learning: pretrain a ConvNet on a very large dataset,
and then use ConvNet as fixed feature extractor (ref 27) or do
fine-tuning (More on this later)

I Proposed solution: render-based image synthesis using large
scale 3D models and CNNs tailored for the viewpoint
estimation task



Contributions

I Show that training CNN by massive synthetic data is an
effective approach for 3D viewpoint estimation

I Propose an automatic synthesis pipeline that generates more
than 2 million images with accurate viewpoint labels

I Automatic → scalable, data variation by changing background
patterns, illumination, viewpoint → overfit-resistent

I Propose a fine-grained view classification formulation, and a
loss function encouraging strong correlation of nearby views



Pipeline
Overview



Pipeline
Formulation

I Groundtruth: (cs , vs), where cs = class label, vs = viewpoint
label

I Similar to previous paper, viewpoint (θ, φ, ψ) are divided into
N bins (classes), where N = 360→ fine-grained classification.
Previous papers only uses 8 to 24 bins

I Issues with fine-grained classification?

I Since viewpoint is discretized in a highly fine-grained manner,
massive training data is required to avoid empty bin problem
and overfitting

I Why formulate the problem as classification instead of
regression? (More on this later)



Pipeline
Training data

I Photo-realistic images: require complex modeling, simple
shapes: not suitable for learning

I Previous works focus on quality, but CNNs require quantity



Pipeline
Training data

I To increase the diversity of object geometry, appearance,
background clutterness: 3D model → deformation, randomly
sampling rendering parameters, applying truncation patterns,
adding random backgrounds from images in SUN397 dataset

I Parameters are estimated from real images to make images
natural, eg more bottom parts of chairs are cropped due to
occlusion

I Rationale: high diversity prevents deep CNNs from picking up
unreliable patterns

I What if we use fixed light sources to render images?



Pipeline
Training data

I If we use fixed light sources to render images, CNNs only learn
to use brightness patterns to predict viewpoint

I Take home message: true learning begins only if there is no
shortcut



Pipeline
Model architecture

I Model adapted from AlexNet

I Initialized using R-CNN (Region-based Convolution Neural
Networks)

I CNN for one class does not generalize well for viewpoint
estimation, naive solution: train a CNN for each class

I Can we improve it by sharing some layers?



Pipeline
Model architecture

I Early features are generic (e.g. edge detectors or color blob
detectors) and are useful to many tasks

I Later layers are more specific to the details of the classes

I ImageNet contains many dog breeds, later layers of the
ConvNet may be devoted to features that are specific to
differentiating between dog breeds



Pipeline
Model architecture

I Lower layers (conv1-conv5 and fc6-fc7) are shared, class
dependent layers are stacked on top

I During training, loss from class k will only affect its
corresponding top fc layer + lower shared layers

I Similar with the ConvNet in the previous paper, except the
loss layer

I Fine-tuning: real images → all conv and fc layers, rendered
image → last two conv and all fc layers

I Class dependent fc layers are trained from scratch



Pipeline
Loss function

I Softmax loss: Lvp({s}) = −
∑
{s}

∑
v∈V

1 {v = vs}log Pv (s; cs)

I Loss function that is aware of geometric structure:

Lvp({s}) = −
∑
{s}

∑
v∈V

e
−d(v,vs )

σ log Pv (s; cs)

I Lvp = viewpoint classification loss, Pv (s; cs) = probability of
view v for sample s, from the softmax viewpoint classifier of
class cs , and d = geodesic distance

I Mis-classification indicator weight → exponential decay
weight: explicitly encourage correlation among the viewpoint
predictions of nearby views

I Main difference is the weight, correct label only vs nearby
viewpoints, ie hard assignment vs soft assignment



Experiments
Oveview

I Small demo on laptop

I Evaluation on PASCAL 3D+ dataset

I Visualization of feature space

I Effects of synthesis parameters

I More qualitative results and error patterns



Experiments
Demo on laptop

I Install Caffe, compile pycaffe, git clone the Render for CNN
repo, download the pre-trained Caffe model, setup path

I Object facing towards us as 0◦ azimuth angle and rotating
clockwise

I Viewpoints: aeroplane: [134 5 354], [228 11 8]
I Chair: [46 8 8], [318 12 352]
I Viewpoint for the horizontal flipped chair seems to be wrong,

possibly because chair looks similar with 225◦ rotation or 315◦

rotation, ie viewpoint ambiguity



Experiments
Comparison with state-of-the-art Methods

I Baseline: VDPM, DPM-VOC+VP

I R-CNN bounding box regression

I Significant increase in accuracy due to large amount of
training images



Experiments
Usefulness of rendered images

I Accuracy: real images < rendered images < real + rendered
images



Experiments
Viewpoint estimation

I Is high AVP because of better 2D detection of R-CNN? Use
same bounding box

I Real and synthetic images are better than real images only
I Class dependent structure is better than class independent

structure
I Geometric aware loss is better than softmax loss
I Fine-grained classification is beneficial, as top-2 proposals

improve mVP when azimuth angle is large



Experiments
Viewpoint estimation

I Comparison with method proposed in the previous paper using
GT bounding boxes

I Includes azimuth, elevation and in-plane rotation



Experiments
Visualization of feature space

I Visualize the output of the last fc layer by t-SNE, compared
with R-CNN

I Viewpoint-related patterns: similar views are clustered
together, symmetric views are closer, etc



Experiments
Synthesis parameter analysis

I Analyze the importance of different factors in synthesis
pipeline, using chair images due to diversity, and 5 datasets to
avoid bias

I Setup: clean: clean background, eg outdoor product photos,
cluttered: heavy clutter, IKEA: strong clutter, VOC-easy: non
occluded, VOC-all: all chair images

I Evaluation metric 16Vtol : discrete viewpoint accuracy with
tolerance, to account for labeling error. Quantize the azimuth
angle into 16 bins with tolerance ±1



Experiments
Effect of synthetic image quantity

I Train multiple CNNs with different amount of rendered images

I More training images does help, ie quantity matters



Experiments
Effect of model collection size

I Keep the total number of training images fixed, change the
number of 3D models used for synthesis

I Accuracy increases as number of models increases, until
saturation at 104



Experiments
Effect of background clutter

I CNN trained without background works better on datasets
with clean background, but performs worse on datasets with
cluttered background

I CNN trained with indoor background only does not match
CNN trained on all kinds of background → higher diversity of
background helps minimize overfitting



Experiments
Correlations among viewpoints

I A a clear single peak for simple cases
I A lower peak around the ground truth angle for challenging

cases
I Fine-grained classification is important
I This proposing ability is not available for a regression system



Experiments
Error patterns

I Occlusion: probabilities figure looks messy, no clear peaks

I Ambiguous viewpoints: two peaks of high confidence, eg a car
facing towards you or opposite you, this is consistent with the
error mode in the previous paper

I Multiple objects: multiple peaks corresponding to viewpoints
of those objects



Analysis
Limitations and extensions

I Failure cases: strong occlusions, ambiguous viewpoint due to
symmetry, multiple objects

I No background modeling, eg no constraint for car to be on
the road

I The authors have tried to find the background most correlated
to the object, but it does not help

I More complex background modeling may be necessary to
generate more realistic images



Analysis
Follow up

I Render for CNN is used to map images to 3D models

I Given query image, find 3D model in the database that is
most similar to the 2D object

I Applications: product search, image based reconstruction



Summary

I Similarity: shared lower layers, class dependent top layers

I Difference: Render for CNN uses synthesized images for
training, and geometry aware loss function

I Key insights: viewpoint can be used as a global prior for
keypoint detection, large amount of rendered images with
high diversity are beneficial for training CNNs
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